
How do you think you’re coming across when delivering a virtual session? Is it as 
impactful as when you deliver face to face sessions? 

Delivering training virtually and face to face, have some elements in common, and a lot 
of elements which are specific to each of those categories. Virtual training delivery 
comes with its own challenges – including how you’re coming across in the virtual 
space.
 

We think there are four typical categories of situations that we generally tend to deal 
with as trainers/facilitators –

 Situation where we need to build relationships - make our participants feel  
 welcome / safe

 Situations where we need to energize - provide encouragement to try   
 something new

 Situations where we need to create clarity - ensure concepts are clearly    
 understood

 Situations where we want to stimulate reflection - provide space for   
 participants to create their own experiences

Every trainer/facilitator has “presence” in the training room – face to face or virtual. 
The key is in using that presence to create the right impact for your participants. 
And that’s the focus on this session. One way to get there is to get feedback on your 
individual level of presence in the virtual setting – how are you actually coming
 across versus how you think you’re coming across. 

Flexing your virtual training presence

Our work in this area is centred around helping you recognize your natural presence 
when delivering trainings virtually, and discover what you can do to create an even 
more powerful impact in the room. The methodology we’re using is focused
on two key concepts –Prominence and Gravitas. 

Prominence and Gravitas (P&G) form the two “dials” which everyone already has 
within them. The key is to dial up and down P&G in the right combination for the 
right training situation.
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 Recognize your own levels of Prominence and Gravitas in a virtual setting
 Discover the right combination of P&G for different virtual raining related  
 situations
 Determine the challenges you might face when attempting to tweak your  
 presence in the virtual space.  

SESSION OBJECTIVES: 

Who should attend? 
Anyone who’s currently facilitating virtual learning interventions – trainers, 
facilitators and teachers. 

 Recommended Duration: 3 hours

 Recommended Batch Size: 6-20 participants

 Cost for in-house program: USD 1500 plus local taxes
 If you are interested in attending one of our public workouts, 
 do contact errol@thelearninggym.co
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